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Are you seeking God,
but don’t know where to start?

Would you like to have a relationship with God
through His Son Jesus Christ?
Would you like to have a deeper understanding of
the Bible and God’s message for you?

If so, The Narrow Way Christian Ministry provides this service to help you
discover the Bible and have a better relationship with God through
accurately understanding the Bible and Jesus Christ.

Our Ministry runs online and could not be simpler to access. It is also free of charge,
our Ministry operates for the sole purpose of helping those who personally seek
Christ and do not want to, or cannot do so through the conventional method of
attending a physical church.

For more information:
visit www.thenarrowwaychristianministry.com
or email thenarrowwaychristianministry@gmail.com
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WHAT MUST I DO TO BE SAVED?

INTRODUCTION

If you believe what is written in this book and would like to accept
Jesus Christ there are four easy steps you must take in order to obtain
eternal life and everlasting salvation.

The cover of this book does its content much justice as it illustrates
the true situation that all people face in the wake of the Covid-19
pandemic. As pictured on the cover of this book there is indeed a hidden hand guiding the events of our world and a dark shadowing evil
lurking behind the scenes. This book was written to highlight this reality and to expose the true intent behind the Covid-19 pandemic. The
pages of this book will reveal how the Covid-19 operation is being
used to establish a New World Order under the authority of the United Nations to implement Agenda 21. Most people have never even
heard of Agenda 21 and have no idea of the draconian nightmare the
United Nations has planned for the 21st century. The sad reality is,
the majority of the world will never learn the truth about Agenda 21,
and it will eventually cost them their very souls. Please continue to
read this book as the information it contains will shine a light on this
evil conspiracy and expose the hidden hand behind Covid-19 and
Agenda 21.

Step 1. You must know that you have sinned and because of this, you
fall short of God’s glory (Romans 3:23). You must also understand
that you are not righteous (Romans 3:10).
Step 2. You must understand that the result of your sin is death, but
God wants you to have eternal life (Romans 6:23).
Step 3. You must believe that Christ died for your sins (Romans 5:8).
Step 4. You must confess verbally that Jesus is Lord and believe in
your heart that God raised Him from the dead (Romans 10:9-10).

ETERNAL SECURITY THROUGH FAITH
It is very important to understand that salvation is received through
faith alone in Jesus Christ and you cannot trust in your own
righteousness or good works (Ephesians 2:8-9).
It is also essential that you know that once you are saved you are always saved, nothing can take away your salvation or separate you
from the love of Jesus Christ (John 6:37).
These foundational beliefs are the true meaning of faith in Jesus
Christ and without them there is no salvation or chance of eternal life.
If you believe the gospel pray to God and He will save you.

WHAT THE HELL IS AGENDA 21?
Agenda 21 is a global edict with stated goals and outcomes that were
mandated and passed into law by the United Nations. Agenda 21 was
formalised and passed into international law at the United Nations
Earth Summit on Climate Change, held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in
1992. Currently the governments of 178 nations recognise Agenda 21
as international law, and are working tirelessly to enforce its goals
and its final outcome. The goals of Agenda 21 are recorded in a 351
page manifesto titled: Agenda 21 the United Nations program of action from Rio.
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The Agenda 21 manifesto reads like a benevolent strategy by the
United Nations to preserve the environment and implement an economic solution for sustainable development, but in reality the 351
page manifesto is a blueprint for world domination and a program of
human enslavement. This document uses sustainable development
and environmental protection to justify a U.N. take over of the entire
planet.
Agenda 21 is a plot by the United Nations to inventory and control all
food, water, land, plants and animals, as well as give this government
entity power and authority over all construction, information, energy,
education and health care. The manifesto even details a plan to establish the economic structures needed to implement Agenda 21, and
a long term program of social engineering necessary to achieve this
take over of humanity.
THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Agenda 21 is the New World Order, it mandates aggressive global surveillance and contact tracing, this new order will consist of smart
cities governed by faceless secret police officers armed with the latest
artificial intelligence and surveillance equipment. Citizens of this global technocracy will be ordered to carry a digital biometric identification and immunity passport. This smart I.D. will contain an individual’s
unique biometric and D.N.A data, as well as all other personal, medical and financial information. No activity will be private and all aspects of humanity will be closely monitored and regulated by a tiny
technocratic elite. Every citizen will not only be issued with a mandatory biometric identification, but they will also be assigned a social
credit score that will determine eligibility to work and travel.
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Well its true, in fact the Bible says that the Son of God will soon come
to overthrow the United Nations and its Luciferian inspired New
World Order. Jesus Christ will soon return to this earth with power
and great glory to destroy Satan, and all those who take the Mark of
the Beast. He will establish the Kingdom of God on earth and rule as
King of Kings and Lord of Lords for all eternity. His kingdom will be an
everlasting kingdom of peace and righteousness, He will purge the
world of evil and destroy all wickedness. When He comes He will wipe
away every tear and there will be no more death, neither will there
be suffering or sorrow.

THE END
The day of the Lord’s return is rapidly approaching, it was a privilege
to write this book and share this urgent message with you. I await the
return of my King and I hope you will be standing with me when Jesus
returns to establish His kingdom.
(Matthew 24:29-33) Immediately after the tribulation of those days
shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her light, and
the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall
be shaken: And then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in
heaven: and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they
shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power
and great glory. And he shall send his angels with a great sound of a
trumpet, and they shall gather together his elect from the four
winds, from one end of heaven to the other. Now learn a parable of
the fig tree; When his branch is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves,
ye know that summer is nigh: So likewise ye, when ye shall see all
these things, know that it is near, even at the doors.

Every man, woman and child, with no exception, will be implanted
with a digital nano micro-chip and tracked like cattle. Anyone who
refuses to obey the New World Order and not opt into its technocratic state will be excluded from society, and eventually exterminated. This is United Nations Agenda 21, and the purpose of Operation
Covid-19.
OPERATION COVID-19

As you have just read, Agenda 21 is the most diabolical and evil plan
to ever exist, it will give a tiny technocratic elite complete power to
choose who is fit to live and who must die! Much of this plan has already been implemented under the guise of sustainable development, but the final stage is being carried out under the cover of the
Covid-19 pandemic. The next chapters of this book will take you
deeper in this conspiracy and show you behind the hidden hand that
is depicted on the cover of this book.
THE PRE-PLANNED PANDEMIC
On the 31/1/2020 the United Nations World Health Organization
(W.H.O) declared a global health emergency, due to the alleged out
break of a novel Coronavirus. The United Nations World Health Organization declared the Coronavirus a global pandemic, and shortly
after, the W.H.O officially labelled the virus nCoV19, even though it
could not satisfy Koch Postulates and was not properly isolated. On
the 18th of October 2019 six weeks before any reported cases of
nCov19, Event 201 took place in New York city. This historic meeting
was hosted by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation in conjunction
with the Johns Hopkins Centre for Health Security and the World
Economic Forum.
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EVENT 201

A TIME OF TROUBLE

Event 201 was a war game exercise depicting a global pandemic
caused by a new Coronavirus. Event 201 outlined an international
plan to enact bio security laws in response to an outbreak of a novel
Coronavirus, identified in the exercise as nCoV19. Participants of this
war game event included representatives from the Chinese Department of Disease Control, the U.S. Centre for Disease Control, and the
Rockefeller Foundation. The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation was
also represented, alongside bankers and high ranking intelligence
officials. Event 201 outlined exactly how this group planned to use
international organizations and multinational corporations to reimagine society and implement the stated goals of Agenda 21.

The Bible warns of the things I have detailed in this book, the scripture foretells the rule of the United Nations and the establishment of
a one world biometric currency. It clearly describes the universal system of human control that is being established under the Covid-19
global military operation, and the Bible even warns of a global pandemic that is yet to come (Pandemic 2). Within the pages of God’s
Word humanity is warned about a coming time of trouble that will be
unlike anything the world has seen before, Jesus warned that there
will soon be world war, mass famine and a global economic collapse
that will kill one third of the world’s population (Revelation 6:1-8). It is
these cataclysmic events foretold in Bible prophecy that will lead to
implementation of the Mark of the Beast and bring to pass the Second Coming of Jesus Christ. I truly hope the information that I have
provided in this short publication will lead you to consider the divine
inspiration of the Holy Bible and its message of salvation through the
gospel of Jesus Christ.

Participants at the exercise discussed the most effective way to use
the global military and police force to restrict travel and to implement medical martial law. Prominent members of the mainstream
corporate media also attended Event 201 and were tasked with
properly shaping the narrative and reporting on the outbreak of
nCoV19. Essentially this war game exercise and its participants discussed the Covid-19 global health emergency and the international
response six weeks before the discovery of the alleged outbreak. The
Event 201 provides us solid evidence that the Covid-19 pandemic was
a pre-planned event orchestrated by a financial, military and corporate elite. The next chapters will show you a clearer picture of what
Operation Covid-19 looks like and detail how these conspirators have
enacted emergency powers and medical martial law.

THE SECOND COMING OF JESUS CHRIST
The Bible warned mankind of the events that are now taking place
under the Covid-19 operation, and it says that these events will lead
to the end of this world and the Second Coming of Jesus Christ. The
Bible describes the first coming of Jesus Christ and the salvation He
brought through His Gospel, but did you know that the Bible describes a time when Jesus will return to earth and establish the Kingdom of God?
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HR6666

EMERGENCY POWERS AND MEDICAL MARTIAL LAW

On the 1st of May 2020 the COVID-19 Testing, Reaching and Contacting Everyone (TRACE) Act (HR6666) was introduced in the United
States. HR6666 provided $100,000,000,000 to the regime of the United States for the fiscal year of 2020. This staggering amount of money
was allocated for the purpose of establishing a contact tracing army
in order to “...trace and monitor the contacts of infected individuals,
and to support the quarantine of such contacts”. (Section 2a).

As a direct result of the Covid-19 global pandemic, all governments
have implemented emergency powers and people all over the world
have had their rights taken away because of the pre-planned pandemic. Unlawful arrests and detentions are now normal and human
rights violations are on the rise in the age of Coronavirus. The United Nations has even declared that Covid-19 will be used to forcibly
remove people from their homes and separate family members.

HR 6666 is just an example of the laws being passed in every country
that allows the United Nations to use state, federal and private officials to track and trace every human being on the planet. Laws like HR
6666 are being established in order to legalize mass surveillance and
persecute anyone who will not submit to Satan and his New World
Order. This system is being built in order to fulfill Bible prophecy and
it will be used to persecute those who will not worship Satan or take
the Mark of the Beast (Revelation 20:4).

“Now we need to go and look into families, and find those people
who are sick and remove them and isolate them, in a safe and dignified manner.” Michael J Ryan U.N. World Health Organisation.

PANDEMIC 2

In response to the Covid-19 pandemic global emergency powers
have been enacted and laws have been passed which give complete
power to the United Nations. Under global bio security laws the
state and federal authorities of all nations are now permitted to enter homes without warrants and to detain citizens indefinitely.
These bio security laws were drafted long before the alleged Coronavirus pandemic and were introduced as part of the Global War on
Terror. The next section of this book will detail these bio security
laws and further expose Operation Covid-19.

“The idea of a bio terrorist attack is kind of the nightmare scenario…
Most of the work we have to do in order to get ready for pandemic 2
has already been done”... Bill Gates.
Pandemic 2 has already been planned and millions of people have
been targeted for extermination. The New World Order technocrats
plan to use bio terror attacks to collapse the global economy and to
significantly reduce the world population. As you can see by now depopulation and universal human control are the goals of Agenda 21
and the Covid-19 operation. I am confident that this book has your
eyes opened to this conspiracy and explained clearly that these U.N.
operations are the fulfillment of Bible prophecy.

To be clear, the United Nations, with the full support of your government, wants to use the Covid-19 pandemic as a reason to indefinitely detain people, and to remove children from their parents.
BIO SECURITY LAWS
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CONTROL ORDERS
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the alleged global health emergency, citizens of every country can now be subject to bio control
orders. Bio control orders were silently signed into law as part of the
Global War on Terror in the wake of September 11, 2001. Under U.N.
bio security laws control orders can be placed on any global citizen,
these orders remove all rights and liberties of sovereign nations and
can be placed on any person in any country, at anytime, without any
requirement for a person to be sick or infected with a Coronavirus.
HUMAN HEALTH RESPONSE ZONES
Another feature of the bio security legislation that is being enforced
under the cover of the Covid-19 pandemic, is the declaration of human health response zones. International bio security laws (antiterror legislation) allows governments to declare any area a human
health response zone. These zones can include any building, street,
city or rural area. The legislation allows governments to use police
and military to stop unauthorised people from leaving or entering
these zones for up to three months.

ABOVE: ID2020 national identity card, soon every citizen of every
nation will be required to obtain a national I.D. This smart I.D. will
contain an individuals D.N.A and biometric data. This card will only be
obtained if you have an Immunity Passport.

Due to the U.N. World Health Organisation (W.H.O) declaring Covid19 a global health emergency, bio security laws are now on the
books and being enforced in every nation. The next section of this
book will continue to expose the Covid-19 operation and it will show
you how these laws are now being enforced in Australia.

ABOVE: Immunity passport, this digital certificate will be required to
participate in the New World Order. It contains the ID2020 Certification Mark that will wirelessly connect to the Certification Mark in the
Covid-19 vaccine.
8
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THE CERTIFICATION MARK

COVID-19 IN AUSTRALIA

In January 2019, The Gates Foundation, Accenture, IDEO, GAVI and
the Rockefeller Foundation launched the ID2020 Certification Mark
at the World Economic Forum in Davos. This Certification Mark
comes in the form of immunization, and the Certification Mark inserted inside a person skin will serve as a digital vaccine record and
permanent platform for digital identity and bio metric currency. Microsoft has developed this technology and it is known as a quantum
dot tattoo and digital nano-platform.

On 25 June 2020 a team of 1000 military bio security officers were
deployed in the state of Victoria under the cover of darkness. The
troops deployed were part of the Australian Defence Force’s Covid19 Task Force. This task force is currently occupying the Melbourne
Cricket Ground (M.C.G) and an undisclosed number of hotels which
they are using to imprison Australian citizens.

U.N. BLOCKCHAIN AND GLOBAL CRYPTO CURRENCY
Most people have no idea that the United Nations has created a
global crypto currency system based on blockchain technology (unblockchain.org). In order to use this economic system a person will
be required to be take the Covid-19 vaccine and have the ID2020
Certification Mark implanted in their body. Cash will eventually be
abolished and all nations will implement this new economic system.
THE COVID-19 VACCINE
“The goal is to have a chip inside everyone, if any body wants to
protest and not do what we say, we will just turn their chip off”
Nicholas Rockefeller.
No man, woman or child will be able to buy or sell unless they take
ID2020 Certification mark that will be in the COVID-19 R.N.A vaccine. This digital platform is phase one of the implementation of the
Mark of the Beast, and will be necessary in order to receive Patent
060606 which will be connected to a global U.N. biometric currency.
“You don’t have a choice, people act like you have a choice… In order to stop the pandemic, we need to make the vaccine available
to almost every person on the planet” Bill Gates.

This military operation begun in the local government areas (LGA’s)
of Hume, Brimbank, Moreland, Cardinia, Darebin and Casey. A.D.F
soldiers and Victoria Police blocked off streets while bio security
officers went door to door, collecting D.N.A under the cover of Coronavirus testing. Certain individuals who “tested positive” were singled out for detention in one of the military occupied hotels.
MARTIAL LAW IN MELBOURNE
Shortly after the arrival of the Covid-19 taskforce police and military
personnel locked down nine public housing towers in Melbourne.
These public housing towers were declared human health response
zones and as a result thousands of people were imprisoned without
warning. Residents of these towers were placed under control orders and subject to the AUSTRALIAN BIOSECURITY ACT 2015 - SECT
59 Under Division 2 where it states : A human biosecurity control
order can be imposed on an individual if the individual may have a
listed human disease. A human biosecurity control order that is in
force in relation to an individual may require the individual to comply with certain biosecurity measures. Division 3 sets out what
those measures are, and they include vaccination, restricting the
individual's behaviour and ordering the individual to remain
isolated.
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vaccinations and nano-technology. This project was announced at
the ID2020 annual summit which was held in September 2019, at
this summit, a representative of the ID2020 Alliance said, “ID2020, a
public-private alliance aimed at supporting the United Nations’ Sustainable Development (Agenda 21) Goal on universal identity, has
announced a new identity project in collaboration with the Government of Bangladesh and GAVI, a public-private alliance concerned
with vaccination”.
PATENT 060606
The Bible describes the Mark of the Beast as a device that is inserted
into a persons right hand or forehead, which allows them to buy and
sell under the Beast system. The number 666 is synonymous with
the Mark of the Beast and it should come as no surprise that Microsoft Technology Licensing, LLC, headed by Bill Gates, filed a patent application on the 20th of June 2019 for a Cryptocurrency system using body activity data. The application was approved and Patent WO/2020/060606 was registered on 26th March 2020.

ABOVE: A United Nations D.N.A collection checkpoint
disguised as Coronavirus testing.

A description of this technology is found in the patent, which says:
“Human body activity associated with a task provided to a user
may be used in a mining process of a cryptocurrency system. A server may provide a task to a device of a user which is communicatively coupled to the server. A sensor communicatively coupled to or
comprised in the device of the user may sense body activity of the
user. Body activity data may be generated based on the sensed
body activity of the user. The cryptocurrency system communicatively coupled to the device of the user may verify if the body activity data satisfies one or more conditions set by the cryptocurrency
system, and award cryptocurrency to the user whose body activity
data is verified.” Patent WO/2020/060606

ABOVE: Victoria Police alongside bio security officers, enforcing
control orders under the bio security act.
10
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BILL GATES IN THE BIBLE

COVID-19 GLOBAL MILITARY OPERATION

The Bible describes the existence of this satanic cult in (Revelation
3:9), this cult is very real and it exists today, it has built a one world
government, one world currency and it seeks a one world religion
where every man will bow before their master and take the Mark of
the Beast. This occult group worships Lucifer and practices the darkest arts of black magic and human sacrifice. Money is no object to
this cult as it controls all finance through the International Monetary Fund (I.M.F) and Bank for International Settlements (B.I.S). Bill
Gates is a member of this cult, and Satan has used him to create the
Mark of the Beast 666.

The Covid-19 military operation that is being conducted in Australia
is under the complete control of the United Nations, and many similar operations are being conducted throughout the globe. The Covid19 pandemic was used to begin a U.N. military occupation of the
whole world, and is exactly what was depicted at Event 201. This pre
-planned pandemic was the justification to implement a new way of
life and new system of law and order. The “new normal” that was
created in response to the Coronavirus pandemic is the beginning of
this tyrannical system and the activation of worldwide medical martial law. The next chapters of this book will further detail this system
and expose those behind its creation.

MICROSOFT BUILT THE MARK OF THE BEAST 666
(Revelation 13:16-18) And he causeth all, both small and great, rich
and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or
in their foreheads: And that no man might buy or sell, save he that
had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his
name. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the
number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.
This draconian system of universal human control described in the
Bible is real! I will now prove this claim beyond any doubt, and detail how Bill Gates and the United Nations have built the Mark of the
Beast.
ID2020 ALLIANCE
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, in conjunction with the
Rockefeller Foundation have founded the U.N. ID2020 Alliance. This
alliance is a group of governments, corporations and individuals
who have created a biometric identification system based around

CERTIFICATION OF VACCINATION IDENTIFICATION
“Eventually we will have some digital certificates to show who has
recovered or been tested recently, or when we have a vaccine who
has received it.” Bill Gates— U.N. World Health Organisation
The overall objective of the Covid-19 operation is to force every person on earth to obtain a certification of vaccination identification.
This digital identity will only be obtained after a person has submitted to Covid-19 testing and received the Covid-19 R.N.A vaccine.
A persons test result (D.N.A) and biometric data will be stored on
their immunity passport and linked directly to a global police and
military data base. This new global identification system will one day
govern every aspect of society and human existence. Most people
have no idea that the United Nations has already built this identification system, or that there is a plan for all nations to mandate national identities and digital immunity passports.
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CORONAVIRUS TESTING

INTERNATIONAL WAR CRIMINAL

A significant objective of the Covid-19 operation is to build a global
D.N.A database that will link to the digital immunity passport, so by
orders of the United Nations, checkpoints have been set up in every
country to collect D.N.A under the cover of Coronavirus testing. Everyone tested will have their D.N.A profile recorded and entered into
an international D.N.A. and biometric database.

Bill Gates is a New World Order eugenicist who has openly stated
that his personal goal is to depopulate the world through the use of
vaccines and “reproductive services”. He is currently being sued by
the nation of India for crimes against humanity. Gates stands accused
of illegally testing his vaccines on 16000 Indian school girls, these
young girls were injected with the known poison Gardasil and as a
result many died and were permanently sterilised. The international
war crimes of Bill Gates and the U.N. don’t end there the Bill and Malinda Gates foundation sterilized 500,000 Kenyan women and children by injecting them with Tetanus vaccines containing a HCG antigen which is an anti-fertility agent. Bill Gates is a lot of things and he
wears many hats; he is a businessman, philanthropist, global health
expert and industrial vaccine kingpin, Bill Gates is a technocrat and
dedicated eugenicist, you could even say Bill Gates is an international
war criminal responsible for crimes against humanity. This answers
the question who is Bill Gates? But why is he doing so much evil, and
why is he so involved with the Covid-19 operation?

MANDATORY VACCINATIONS
The United Nations has made it clear that mandatory vaccines are
going to be implemented and World Health Organisation kingpin Bill
Gates has openly stated, “You don’t have a choice, people act like
you have a choice… In order to stop the pandemic, we need to
make the vaccine available to almost every person on the planet”…
According to the World Health Organisation no one will be exempt,
Bill Gates said, “The reality is that not everyone will be able to get
the vaccine at the same time. It’ll take months—or even years—to
create 7 billion doses or possibly 14 billion, if it’s a multi-dose vaccine, and we should start distributing them as soon as the first
batch is ready to go”.
WHO IS BILL GATES?
Bill Gates is a very important part of the Covid-19 operation and U.N.
Agenda 21. Gates is a computer software developer who allegedly
created Microsoft, through his wealth and influence Gates has monopolised the global health industry and is now the leading source of
funding for the U.N. World Health Organisation. Bill Gates also controls G.A.V.I (Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunizations) and
the notorious Bill and Malinda Gates foundation.

BILL GATES REVEALS THE HIDDEN HAND
Bill Gates is part of a secret brotherhood that has worked for thousands of years to bring about a New Age. This cult has been manipulating world events and steering humanity towards this very time and
orchestrating these very events. Bill Gates merely serves the hidden
hand and the evil entity depicted on the cover of this book, he works
alongside his fellow cult members to serve Lucifer, their universal
master, who they call the Grand Architect of the Universe. This occult
group is known by many names, including the Freemasons and the
Illuminati, but the Bible calls this cult, the Synagogue of Satan.
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